D7580  DRIVE, HE SAID  (USA, 1971)
(Other titles: Vas-y, fonce)

Cast: William Tepper, Karen Black, Michael Margotta, Bruce Dern.
Summary: Melodrama set in contemporary Ohio. Hector (Tepper) is a confused basketball star at an Ohio college. He can't decide whether he wants to be a professional or spend his time rabble rousing with the radicals on campus. He is also having an affair with Olive (Black), the wife of Richard (Towne) an older professor. Hector's best friend Gabriel (Margotta) is about to be drafted for Vietnam. At his induction physical, Gabriel pretends to be crazy to avoid the draft. He then attempts to rape Olive but is foiled when Hector and Richard return unexpectedly. Gabriel then winds up going mad for real.
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